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Cause search.
Today, no one library, laboratory, or professional group of any
type contains all of the information which would have a beneficia
bearing on an important problem. The amount of this which become
available and can be used in creating the best solutions is directly dependent upon the skill of search. Experience shows that
search can be decidedly improved.
Cause creativity,
In possession of basic thinking work divided into mind sized
steps, with improved information, with improved assumptions, some
significant results of search are practical. Specific sub-problems can now be attacked with intense and skillful creativity.
This, in essence, is combining bits of knowledge into new combinations in a directed framework which will promote solutions to
the specific problem steps.
Overcome roadblocks or stoppers.
The experienced have learned to expect a whole family of stoppers
to immediately confront the consideration of a new approach, the
test of a new approach, or the use of a new approach. These
roadblocks arise from the reasons of need pointed out in Section
4. They must be recognized for what they are and individually
dealt with, Their roots are usually not in the basic situation
but are from extraneous situations.
Cause better cost quides to be developed.
There are two overpowering requirements for osmpeting in today's
military or industrial competitive race. One is the securing of
appropriate performance and the second is the securing of appropriate cost. For a few decades, very good aids and measures have
been provided to aid decision making in the task of getting appropriate performance. Now, as it becomes necessary to achieve mi
higher standards in the amount of performance which is secured pe:
dollar, the same sort of guides or measures are needed for cost 0:
iented decisions. The Value Engineering system contains procedure
for the establishment of measures which are not based upoq experience and tradition, but are rather based upon inherently basic
and pertinent factors. Other guides and measurements are based
upon appropriate search an? comparison. The quality of the cost
oriented decisions is in direct proportion to the quality of thes
cost oriented measures.
Cause more cost decisions from basic a d objective data.
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